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Bioluminesoenoe, the emisBion of light by animals and plants, has
recently attracted the attention of more and more scientists as better
techniques for its investigation have become available and as its
importance in the understanding of vital processes in the living cell
has become realized.
Comparatively little attention has, however, been
paid to that section of the subject which deals with the behaviour of
light-producing creatures under natural conditions, in particular to the
luminescent phenomena attributable to marine organisms and known
popularly as 'phosphoresoenoeL
Although the practical significance of phosphorescence is not
immediately apparent, it can be important in navigation, in fishdetection and in marine reconnaissance, as will be shown in a later
section,. In spite of this, surprisingly little is known of the distribution of the phenomenon, both seasonal and geographical, and of
the variety of different forma it can take.
It is the object of this
report to review what information we have concerning these aspects of
the subject, and to suggest how future investigation can best add to
this stock of knowledge.
Source^ of Phosphorescenoe data
The Meteorological Office have, since 1854, maintained a Voluntary
Observing Fleet of merchant vessels recruited to carry out systematic
observations of weather conditions and the like during their voyages.
In addition to data on winds, currents, temperatures, etc.; these ships
record in a log book such natural phenomena as waterspouts, halos and
phosphorescence whenever these are encountered.
On receipt of each
log these references are noted down in a 'Phenomena Index', and it is
the latter, giving date, position and log number, which has provided
the information for the analysis of distribution included later in his
report.
Where an entry describes phosphorescence exhibiting some interesting
or unusual feature it may be published entire in the "Marine Observers(
Log" of the Office's journal. The Marine Observer.
I should like here
to acknowledge my debt to the late Mr. E. W. Barlow who extracted many
hundreds of the observationa not only from The Marine Observer but from
original logbooks, from the U.S. Hydrographic Bulletin and many other
sources.
It is these reports, whioh form the basis of the collection qg
which the classification of luminescent phenomena is based,
I would
like to thank also Lt. Cdr. L. B. Philpott of the Meteorological Office
and Mr. B^I. Currie and many others of this Institute for invaluable help
and advice.
A Classification of Luminescent Phenomena
It is not generally reoognized that the term "marine bioluminesoenoe"
and its popular synonym "phosphoreGoenoe" cover a large number of visually
distinct luminous phenomena whioh have only their biological origin in
common.
Our knowledge of the mechanisms through which the varioua
effects are produced is decidedly patchy, but some form of categorisation
is clearly necessary in dealing with the. reports of observers.
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At least three main forms have long been reoognized: Smith (1926,
1931) quotes the olassification of "M. Giglioli" as follows:
^a)

a diffused milky lig&t
luminous points, sparkling and inconsistent
; luminous discs, dull fixed lights.

Glahn (l943) adopted a similar system, that is, one based ultimately
on the general size of the organisms responsible, but distinguished between "Phosphoreszierendes
Wasser" in which the luminosity appears
momentarily and indefinably in v/ave crests and other diBturbed water, and
"Meerleuchten d.urch groj^ere PlonktontierGhen" 'Aere the In&ividLual points
and sparkles (of cope^ods and other small crustacea) are to soma extent
resolvable.
An alternative method of classifying phosphorescent phenomena is to
regard them purely as visual displays with no particular emphasis on
causation.
Such an approach was adopted by the late Mr. E. W. Barlow
in a paper read before the Challenger Society in June 1961 (but not
subsequently published) and by, for example, Stukalin (1924) in his account
of luminescence of the Okhotsk Sea.
However, these two methods may usefully be combined ih a olassification in which the primary divisions are made on the basis of the types
of org&nism responsible, and subdivisions according to the different
stimuli to which these organisms react in producing a display.
While
the former determine the 'quality' of the light in the manner exemplified
in Giglioli's categories, the latter are responsible for the overall
'pattern' of a luminescence, which is the feature most apparent to a nonscientific observer.
A suggested classification on these lines is given below (Table l),
The division into '8ea' and 'Air' phenomena is made in the belief that
the occasionally-reported phenomenon of luminous 'waves' above sea level
(of which more will be said later) deserves special consideration,
although it is usually referred to as a form of phosphorescence.
Within, the province of "Phosphorescence of the Sea", it will be seen
that Giglioli's categories are still represented although the third is
split into two, the distinction between the very large plankton organisms
and the nekton being sufficiently clear and important to warrant this,
For completeness, a fifth category is created to cover the luminescence
of the sea bottom revealed sometimes by tsunamis, which may reasonably
be referred to as 'phosphorescence' (see Musya 1951, 1934 and Terada, 1931.
quoted by Tarasov, 1956).
It goes without saying that benthic animals
normally make no contribution t- the 'luminescence of the sea' and that
this category may, for practical purposes, be disregarded.
A distinction, as envisaged by Glahn, between the luminescence of
dinoflagellates and that of small crustacea such as copepods, has been
abandoned as impractical.
Both organisms when in sufficient quantities
produce an even or sparldAng greenish, bluish or silver li^t and both
are especially responsive to mechanical stimulation; while a biologist
might be able to distinguish between these sources of phosphorescence,
seamen, on whom we are dependent for the bulk of our information, are
seldom sufficiently explicit in their descriptions to allow assignment
to one category or the other to be made with any degree of confidence,
Thay have hence been considered together.
Purely as a 'term of
convenience' for referring to this wide assemblage of creatures as a whole,
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CategorieB of the Glasslfioation
1.1

"Milky_8ea" or "White water" is a distinotivo phenomenon, mani,
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festing itself as a bright, e?en, opaque white glow, often extending over
vast areas of sea.
The effect is frequently dazzling and seamen have on
more than one occasion described the passage of a ship as "like cutting
through a field of snow".
This phenomenon should not be confused with the milki^ess of the
water reported sometimes by herrlag drifb^KKruLnthe North Sea, which is
also known as "White water"; this latter is a reflection effect caused
by vast accumulations of coocolithophores (Puko, 1954).
Luminescent
"white water" is separable from all other types in that it is of unvarying intensity and not brightened by agitation of the water.
It is for
this reason that it has often been assumed to be of bacterial origin, for
all other organisms emit lig&t only iu individual flashes.
The main
difficulty lies in the fact that virtually no planktological analysis has
been carried out on samples from an area of "white water", for such
samples are rarely taken by ships that observe the phenomenon (but see
below).
Minnaert (1954) states categorically: "Occasionally sea water
is phosphorescent without our being able to distinguish the sparks.
Th^s
is accounted for by the presence of bacteria (Micrococcus phosphoreus)",
while "Gorham reports that in southern seas bacteria sometimes do cause a
general diffused light in parts of the ocean" (Dahlgren, 1915). However
it must be admitted that the producer of the light has still not been
identified for certain.
"White water" is an especially interesting form of luminescence in
that it has a rather restricted range, both seasonal and geographical,
whereas most types occur throughout the world and at all times of the year
(Figs. 1 and 2),
In this case, of 87 detailed observations examined, 77
are fro^ the Northern Indian Ocean, particularly the Gulf of Aden and the
southern Arabian coast, and of these a^ain, 50 occur in August.
The
significance of this is not yet fully understood, but if the hypothesis
of bacterial origin is correct, a paragraph from. Taras&v (1956) may prove
relevant: "This type of luminescence can also be expected to occur iq
junction areas where cold and warm waters meet and where, because of
abrupt temperature shifts, the plankton organisms can serve either as
substratum or food for bacteria.
Therefore bacterial luminescence cqn
also occur in areas where (blooming' of the sea has just been taking
placey. ^Discoloured water occurs here most frequently in June/july.
Various interesting subsidiary phenomena have boen noted in conneotion
with "white water", althou&h accounts are frequently conflicting.
The
luminosity is often described as coming from well under the surface and
confirmation of this coues from the general agreement of observers that
the passage of a ship does not affect the light in any way,
A report
from 88 Clan Macphee (Mar. Obs. 7, p.219) states: "An examination of a
sample of surface water with a low power lens failed to reveal any.
specimens of plankton or other marine life, from which it was judged that
the light came from some depth, a hypothesis apparently supported by its
eerie diffused quality."
(Bacteria, although obviously too small to be
seen even with a lens, are easily revealed by their luminescence even in
quite small concentrations - vide Dahlgyen, 1915).
In contrast to these,
the officers of 88 Clan Chatton (Mar. Obs. 21, p. 156) reported that "the
B.4
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Bouroe of the illumination was evidently entirely on the surface as dark
patches showed through nhere the water was disturbed by the movement ol
the ship."
In six cases (e.g. 88 Solfa, U.S. Hyd. Bull. 3151; 8& Carthage,
Mar. Obs. 10, p.86) surface samples were obtained containing thin continuously 'fOminous threads from
- 1" long and "very much thinner khan
a human hair,"
It is difficult to interpret this.
A very common
organism in this area is Trichc ^
ip erythra^um, a filamentuus bluegreen alga which is often present %n sufficient numbers to cause redoish
or brownish discolourations in one sea;, this might fit the desoription
of "hair-like threads" but is not kno^nto be luminescent.
It is conceivable that Trichodesmium chains might b&come covered with other
luminous organisms {inGluding bacteria) thus giving the impreasion that
they themselves were emitting lights but whatever the solution, there
is no proof that,the 'threads' wore the cause of the primary luminescence,
and many samples would have to be examined before any useful conclusions
could be drawn.
There is also conflicting evidence regarding the temperature conditions prevailing in "white water" areas.
The American 88 Wm. A. M.
Burden (U.S. Hyd. Bull. 5186) encountered the phenomenon on two successive
nights off the south-east coast of Arabia, and on each occasion recorded
a rise of 9° P on entering the patch and a corresponding

